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PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHY
I am offering interior, holiday accommodation and real estate 

photography from small apartments and houses to big hotel 

chains. Having worked as photo editor and photographer for 

Booking.com for many years I know what guests or clients would 

like to see and I know how to present your property from the 

best angle. 
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 Hotels
Hotel photos are essential to sell your rooms to guests and to 

show them the difference between the suite and the double room, 

display your facilities and to manage their expectations. I will 

present your rooms  in the best light and make sure to also catch 

details and selling points, decoration, bathrooms, balconies, views 

and extra features. 

SERVICES
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  Facilities
Facilities are the extra that your guests can enjoy during  their stay 

and it makes them more keen to book when they see your great 

restaurant, swimming pool, the modern reception or the spa area! 

It is also important to highlight if your hotel building is set at a 

great location or has an eye-catching architecture.  

SERVICES
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 Food and Drinks
Special dishes in the restaurant, a great breakfast buffet or room 

service - your guests love  to see it before they arrive!

Think about the dishes that are your selling point, if you offer 

brunch, a special burger or a mouth watering buffet.

SERVICES
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 Apartments and Real Estate
If you want to rent or sell an apartment or a house, I can also help 

you with documenting all the beautiful sides of your property! 

SERVICES
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Rooms
How many room types does your property have? Make sure to have one 

room per room type ready and cleaned so I can take photos. You can 

send me a list of your rooms and all the upselling details beforehand so 

we make sure not to miss any important detail. 

Facilities
Think of  the facilities that make your hotel special! If you have a great 

view we will plan around a day with good weather. 

Food and drinks
Food and drinks should be freshly made so they look appetizing. I can 

help you stage and place the plates and drinks.

Location and time
How long the photoshooting will take depends on the amount of rooms 

and facilities you want  to present. I will make a list beforehand and can 

then give you an approximate schedule.  Think of the timing so we can 

take photos of all the facilities without too many people on them (ideally 

without any people). 

Staged scenes / Models
I am usually  not taking property photos with staged scenes or models, 

as guests prefer to see rooms without people. But if you wish to show 

people, you will be responsible to organise the models. 

PREPARATIONS



CAROLINE TRAITLER
I’m a professional photographer established in the music industry as live 

photographer since I began my career in 2001. As time passed I 

started working in the tourism industry doing more travel and interior 

photography and I kept expanding my photo skills as freelancer. My 

pictures have been featured in renomated magazines and on music album 

covers. 

I offer a wide range of services including photography for weddings, 

music, events, pets, travels, real estate and hotels.



CONTACT ME

CAROLINETRAITLER .NET

CAROLINETRAITLER@GMAIL .COM

NORWICH,  UNITED KINGDOM


